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Home Reportage

Mayor Avren Krasimir Todorov gave honorary key of the
municipality by the mayor Luzhkov, once mayor cut the
ribbon together with Bulgarian Prime Minister Boyko Borisov 
Photo BTA

AAATEXT SIZEVeterans and the poor Muscovites will come to rest in
Kamchia

Luzhkov raised palace for ! 130 million
Rusnacheta now teach at the camp "Raduga" await the next change

Children's Wellness Camp Raduga "is built on a plot of 62 acres. The bed capacity for 600
people and approximately 100 managers and support staff. School year in "Raduga" started
on 1 September in the new classrooms, where Russian children train arrived from Moscow by
a team of 30 teachers. Were appointed and five Bulgarian academics and art directors. For 28
days, which will last change camp, kids will have 22 school days in classes learning the core
subjects - Russian, mathematics, social studies, history, physics, biology, chemistry and
foreign languages. The first days of familiarization, organizational adaptation and distribution,
and the last three are devoted to excursions. Such training has so far exported, carried in the
camps "Artek" and "Orlyonok. In contrast, in Kamchia children will have no home.

Kids from Moscow, Russians
socially-disadvantaged and war
pensioners now have their Bulgarian
paradise. Camp Raduga ", which is
part of the largest investment
project for the International Health
Complex sanatorium-Kamchia,
opened yesterday. The building was
built in record short time - 1 year.
"Raduga" is the first part in building
the entire complex for 130 million
euros at the mouth of Kamchia,
which the Government of Moscow
implement its social policy. 
From early morning on September 9
complex was lit by festive music and
colored flags of Bulgaria and
Russia, many balloons, noise and
children wearing colorful kids that
the groups performed their training
sessions. All were awaiting the
arrival of the Mayor of Moscow Yuri
Luzhkov, and later Prime Minister of
Bulgaria Boyko Borisov. First came

a Russian statesman and although his aircraft was delayed for an hour, he managed to get full
information and explore all that the builders have done for these earliest opportunity. Soon he
was deputy Lyudmila Shvetsova responsible for the construction of Kamchia and throughout
Moscow investment. Immediately he noticed that the porch of residential wing, which has an
outdoor terrace for entertainment and sight of the sea, has a high railing, but if someone uses a
chair might fall. Therefore recommended to raise an additional barrier to keep children's lives.
He was interested and the heating of the complex, which will be used all year round. We use
solar collectors, said his Shvetsova. He asked where and will be accommodated Bulgarian
children and received a reply that it will happen in the expansion, the second stage of
construction. In room entertainment he calmly waved formal jacket and shirt, kicked a few balls
along with the governor of Varna Yordan Simeonov. When he examined the subsequent crawl
canteens who would envy and five star restaurants, and then in the press room with satisfaction
noted that the idea is from 1992 when the Moscow government is negotiating with the Bulgarian
authorities and the local authority for the establishment of Camp in Kamchia. "So far here rested
on 400 children per shift, and now the new capacity for another 600. You will lie not only the
children of Moscow, but also disabled and injured in various incidents, poor and sick people who
can recover their health and to study both here. In the summer we will use the database only for
children, in the autumn will organize schools and provide opportunities for health promotion and
our veterans, "said Moscow Mayor. "The nice thing here is that our children will communicate
with the Bulgarian and would love more of Bulgaria. There are other benefits, except
reorganization importance of this camp. We will help the economy of Bulgaria, here we provide
400 jobs for specialists. Moreover, we buy everything you need for year-round maintenance of
the camp and the lives of campers. And it will further expand our relationship, "said Luzhkov. He
recalled that the situation after the summer fires and smog over Moscow is already controlled,
and therefore share a Bulgarian government and that without prompt and requests sent their
fraternal assistance. Moscow mayor's press conference ended quickly because he got
information about the arrival of Prime Minister of Bulgaria Boyko Borisov. Having already familiar
with the complex, Luzhkov became the guide of Borisov. On behalf of the Prime Minister of the
Russian Federation Vladimir Putin presented a welcome event for his special envoy Yuri
Petrovich Senturin. Putin specifically noted his gratitude to the Government of Bulgaria and his
personal friend Boyko Borisov. Luzhkov superlatives continue to Prime Minister, addressing a
"deeply valued friend Boyko. Before you want to tell everyone" hello, rebyata, and in response to
loud chants broke out in Moscow where children cheered. "Do you like, ask Luzhkov and
received a loud "Yes." We are taking you here, "he continued -" yes. "Will you company with
Bulgarian children, again yes." I am convinced that together we will benefit from this what we
did. This is a great event for our country and confirms our desire for friendship with Bulgaria,
which have deep roots and to study, develop and strengthen, "said the mayor of Moscow
children." Next year 11,000 Muscovites will relax here and I promise you that the construction
plan in 2011 will complete this complex completely, "he concluded with a promise to" Hooray for
all the happiness and success.
After him, the Bulgarian Prime Minister Boyko Borisov turned to Luzhkov to "colleague". "I'm glad
you're here in such a nice excuse," Luzhkov reminded that as mayor was involved in a friendly
football match in Moscow and won with 2:0 and then won the election. Now forthcoming
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presidential elections and will have to play again and to win, you should still win. "The prime
minister said that Camp Raduga" is a large Russian investment, while the Bulgarian companies
have worked on construction and project implementation . He noted that this summer has a 30%
increase in Russian tourists wished growth next year to 100. Then both planted a tree in the
alley of friendship in which, when they were handed shovels, Boyko Borisov again joked : "You
know we will work with you, Mayor." When completed, Luzhkov replied that everything they did
receive a large Moscow "Spasibo.
Dobromir Radushev
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